THE STORY OF THE YOUTH PLATFORM
Establishment

- An initiative supported by Anna Maria Roncoroni and other Network members
- First European Youth Summit organized in Vienna, in March 2016
  - Volunteer work after the end of the conference
  - Official establishment by the European Talent Support Network
  - Continuous work and growth
The build-up of the Platform

Representative

Armin V Fabian (Romania)

Deputy-representative

Lukas Kyzlik (Czech R.)

Committee members

Elle Loughran (Ireland)

Robert J. Simon (Czech R.)

Urh Prosenc (Slovenia)
Members and countries

Numbers at the end of September

- Members: 45
- Countries: 10

Expecting new members from Every Talent Centre and Talent Point of the European Talent Support Network
Aims

Discuss the development of gifted in the countries of the Network, give feedback
Create a more dynamic collaboration between talented young people
Organize webinars, interactive discussions, learn from each other.

Start our own joint projects
Projects

Develop your knowledge:
YP of the ETSN

wpetsn.wordpress.com

3D virtual social network

Elle Loughran  Veronika Deketová  Gent Koxha  Gramoz Shpendi  Armin V Fabian

Ireland  Czech R.  Kosovo  Kosovo (Finland)  Romania
Long-term plans

- Survey talented youth about their challenges & strategise solutions
- Draw up proposals for government to improve/develop gifted education policies
- Rights charter
- Liaise with teacher-training colleges
Short-term plans

- Promote the community at international conferences and meetings
- Create a stronger connection with the ETSN and ECHA
- Accept new members

Every Talent Centre or Talent Point of the Network can nominate members!

youthplatform@echa.info
You can nominate new members...

by sending email to

youthplatform@echa.info
Talent Centres and Points may nominate members who are:

- considered as gifted or talented
- at least 14 years old and younger than 30
- effective English speakers
- willing to spend time with this subject